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Dear Dan, 

We're delightet to hear from you. only is part because we take it to mean that at least in part you have found what you were looking for. 
This is also our hope. 
Little has changed sines we saw you. Details, yes. In visibility also, like The Watergate, the worst of which has not been mate visible. 
I remember your interest, so I aunt you herewith the newest book. Reaction to it by the major media does represent the beginning of change in attitude. It received extenAlve attention in the major newspapers as well as others and for the first time I think ever was played straight. If there heo been a Angle snide remark I've not heard of it and moboey has sent ma a clippime even suggestlne it. 
What copies, I've sold have been the result of radio broadcasts by phone, *outer talk shows that phone me. They are now giving my at/dress and the price of the book, so mach work for which there is AO tine in saved. People send as *emote mat a check for $6.25 amt I scat the book. I make tee packages hp while taking in the TV ems's() the time is looa of a factor. I'n still into too match work, most recently in the Ray heariee and tbo unereofelentei discovery we were able to exercise before it. You've sever seen such corruption ant the proofs we came up with asks the abuses of the Constitution ix the glesberg case ONO tams. 

ey associate in this book, who was elm may lawyer in getting the transcript and is the major lawyer if the junior in the Ray case (I'm the iaveatigator) borrowed this money to eey the printer. Me is eeeleaaatimearest until w' can Ay it bah I'm hoping the book 03Am that much, anyway. (This also means that if you can pay for it we need it 'y financial situation remains the same, no income except for the elietle amount on the obi books that people still wont. loser has virtually no lame, because he is epeadieg shoat full tine on thin case. However, his wife's income, teeporarily (she is pregnant), lets then 'welts out. Re is a great young man and will make a fine lawyer. I say "will" although he has tone the neprecedentea because this in actually hiss first case! 
The steapei Merges was bard to read. I hope I made it out correctly. 
I don't know what papers you see but they may contain what does mot appear around here me they may give a reaaiag om attitudes away from the major seat of tin major corrupeame. So, I'd apereciate any you any see in the areas of sly interest. Not as they appear. Makes each steep work to the fullest. As a matter of :Encore. 
This can also have future value. Two institutions want my films for a permanent archive. If there is foundation feeding available, I'll make a Mal while I's alive. I need the hap as it is iv only real asset. hoverer, it will bap!** in the eat anyway. Then only difference will be if I an helped so I can to more wad better. 
There is renewed Interest is the RA assassination. I've hat leant to to with it. I do hope it is responsible. So such of what the campuses are getting today is a bokeieup commercialise that has so contact with reality. The kits are being imposed upon, fed excite inginveaddens for fat tees. Those doing it know they lie but they don't care.So, until it happens, I'm concerned about who will say what in the MI case. I know the Wash. Poe/ and the NITimes have goo* reporters working on it. eat a liberal politician who is now out of office is going to say something soon. There will be resolutions in the House when Congress reconvenes, but I have no reason to believe those offering then will have a firm foliating in fact. This ia not to doubt their motive. 

If in haste, still our very best! 


